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Answer: C 

QUESTION: 81 
Rob uses Macromedia Dreamweaver MX to create HTML files, style sheets and 
JavaScript files for a Domino Web application. He would like to use WebDAV to 
upload the files into a Domino database. What must he configure to enable this feature? 

A. Enable multi-server SSO, enable the database property "Allow design locking," and 
set the Maximum name and password access for Internet users to Designer or Manager. 
B.   Configure a local replica of the database for ID password sharing, set the default 
access in the ACL to Manager, enable the database property "Allow design locking," and 
connect using a Data Resource. 
C. Create File Resources for all HTML files, JavaScript Libraries for JavaScript files, 
and style sheet resources for all CSS files, and set the ACL Maximum name and 
password access for Internet users to Designer or Manager. 
D. Enable the database property "Allow design locking," set the ACL Maximum name 
and password access for Internet users to Designer or Manager, set the server for basic 
authentication, and enable WebDAV on the Internet Sites document. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 82 
Kim has a button on a Notes form that uses the following function to post a messagebox 
to her users: 
@Prompt([OK]; "Thanks"; "Thank you for your input.") 
Kim has selected the "Web Access: Use JavaScript when generating pages" database 
property on her database. However, the button will not work in a Web browser. Which 
one of the following can Kim do? 

A. Nothing. You cannot post messageboxes in Web browsers. 
B.   Include the special parameter, "WebClient", in the @Prompt function. 
C. Change the button to use JavaScript, and use the JavaScript alert method. 
D. Change the button to use a Java applet that uses the Java prompt method. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 83 
Tony would like to use cookies in his Web application. How can Tony read and set 
cookies with the Formula language? 
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A. He can set a cookie using @SaveHTTPHeader, and read cookie using 
@HTTPHeader. 
B.   He can set a cookie using @SetHTTPHeader, and read cookie using 
@GetHTTPHeader. 
C. He cannot set a cookie using the Formula language, but he can read a cookie using 
@GetHTTPHeader. 
D. He can set a cookie using @SetHTTPHeader, but there is no way to read a cookie 
using the Formula language. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 84 
Which one of the following @functions returns the current database encoded for URL 
inclusion? 

A. @WebDbName 
B.   @URLDecode 
C. @URLEncode 
D. @WebURLName 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 85 
Melissa is working on a Domino server that has a third-party SSL (Secure Sockets 
Layer) certificate. The server supports both SSL and non-SSL HTTP protocols. How 
can she make certain that users of her database application are using SSL to access it? 

A.   Hard-code all links to use "https://." 
B.   Set the database property "Require SSL connection." 
C. Set the database property "Sense port 80 attempts and redirect to 443." 
D. Work with the Domino administrator to create a URL redirection document. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 86 
RJ is developing his first Domino application. RJ wants to show a certain set of 
functionality to unauthenticated users, and then provide additional functionality to 
authenticated users. What is one way that RJ can use @functions to determine whether 
the user is authenticated or not? 
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A. RJ can use @IsAuthenticated to determine if the user is authenticated or not. 
B.  RJ can use @UserName, which returns "Anonymous" when a user is not 
authenticated. 
C. RJ can use @UserName, which returns an empty string ( "" ) when a user is not 
authenticated. 
D. RJ can use @WebUserName, which returns an empty string ( "" ) when a user is not 
authenticated. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 87 
Mary is posting a Discussion application on the Web. She would like to give general 
users Author access to the application, as long as they identify themselves and have 
registered with her site. Which one of the following should Mary do to ensure that all 
users accessing her database will be identified and have Author access? 

A.   Set the database ACL Default entry to Author access. 
B.   Select the "Web Access: Require SSL connection" checkbox on the database 
properties. 
C. Set the database ACL Default entry to Author access, and set Anonymous to No 
Access. 
D. Set the Form security property, "Who can create documents with this form," to only 
allow users in the Web Users group. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 88 
Keiko uses a Web browser to access Domino Web sites, but does not login. Which one 
of the following ACL settings would allow Keiko to access a database? 

A.  Default is set to No Access 
B.   Anonymous is set to No Access 
C. Default is set to Depositor access in the ACL 
D. Anonymous is set to Reader access in the ACL 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 89 
Jean wants to provide access to all documents for the people designated as 
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Administrators in her application. Jean wants to be able to add or remove people (or 
groups) from this access level easily. Some of the people who are administrators have 
Web-only access to the application. Jean currently has an Author Names field named 
AllowedAuthors on her form. How should Jean modify her application to meet these 
requirements? 

A.   Roles are not available for Web users, so Jean will need to give all administrators a 
Notes client. 
B.   Write an agent that allows Jean to add user names to the AllowedAuthors field in the 
selected documents. 
C. Create a role in the database ACL called Admin and assign the individuals and/or 
groups to the role accordingly. Place the Admin role into the AllowedAuthors field on 
the form. 
D. Create an Administrator ID. Add the Administrator ID name to the AllowedAuthors 
field, and give the ID to all of the administrators to use when accessing the application as 
an Administrator. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 90 
Sandra uses a name and password to access a server using a Web browser. If Sandra is 
assigned Reader access in the ACL and the "Maximum" access setting is Editor, Sandra 
is allowed what type of access to the database via a Web browser? 

A.   Editor 
B.  Author 
C. Reader 
D. Default access 

Answer: C 
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